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------------------Section I
I NTRODUCTI ON

Companias Cuauhtemoc and Sea World, Inc. are considering the development of a major theme park complex or
entertainment center in Mexico City.

In late 1979, the two companies jointly retained Harrison Price Company

(HPC) to evaluate potential market support for, and to determine the economic feasibi I i ty of, the project and its
major component parts, a large sea-life park and a major themed amusement park.

The results of the initial study

indicate that there is a substantial economically qualified market for the project in Mexico City and that it
is economically feasible.
As a continuation of this effort, Companias Cuauhtemoc retained HPC in March, 1980 to develop and define a preliminary concept for and theme for the themed amusement park component of the complex.

The results of that

assignment, including HPC's initial conclusions regarding the concept, thematic fOCllS and ambience 1]\ost appropriate
to the projected are the subject of this report.
This report is divided into three sections including this introduction.

Section II is a brief recapitulation of the

major findings of the feasibility study of the theme park complex completed in February as it relates to the themed
amusement park portion of the project generally and design parameters in particular.

Section III outl incs the basic

points taken into consideration in the development of the project's concept and presents a narrative describing
the park's entertainment content and the ambience considered most appropriate.

Finally, these concepts, planning

guidelines and the narrative are presented graphically in a series of schematic site plans and sketches designed
to describe the ambience the park could have if the concept were implemented.
This assignment was completed by William Ketchum and Grady Larkins under the administrative supervision of
Harrison A. Price.
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Section I I
MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE MARKET STUDY

This section of the report summarizes the major conclusions of the study completed in February, 1980.

The

supporting documentation and analysis used in developing the conclusions are presented in detail in that report.
CLIMATE AND SITE LOCATION
Review of Mexico City's weather indicates that an outdoor theme park complex can operate on a year-round basis.
Although nights tend to be quite cool because of Mexico City's altitude, average daily maximum temperatures are
warmer than, for example, Orlando, Florida in the winter months and cooler in the summer.
A site for the project has been tentatively identified in the southern portion of the Federal District (in the
Xochimilco Delegation).

This area has considerably less smog than most other areas of the Federal District.

The

site, which is an ejido, contains well in excess of 100 hectares, the approximate area needed to develop the complex and to allow for future expansion.

Additional sites are being investigated.

PROPOSED CONCEPT AND THEME
The development concept is to create a theme park complex which will become a destination in itself, rather than
just a theme park.

Initially, the theme park complex would consist of Sea World-Mexico and a themed amusement park

similar in scope to a Six Flags or Marriott park and incorporating the best of many similar projects.

All elements

of the project should be designed to capital ize on Mexico's growing national pride and the promise of its future.
Eventually other attractions, hotels, etc. could be added as demand warrants.
It is suggested that the complex be actively identified with Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc.

Anheuser-Busch, for example.

reportedly used Busch Gardens-Tampa, a profitable venture in itself, as a vehicle for increasing its market share
of the beer market in Florida several times over--a potential with obvious implications for Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc
in the important Mexico City market.
11-1

------------------MARKET SUPPORT
The potential market support for the proposed theme park complex derive s from two sources--resident s and tourist s .
After discounting the resident market to eliminate that part of the population judged unable to afford the COSt o f
attending the theme park complex. the market sti II compares very favorably to that of most major theme parks in the
United States.
tion.

Effective market support for the project will total 18.7 million in 1983. the first year of

This includes a qualified resident market of some 8.9 million persons residing in Mexico. O.F.

of the 1983 market consists of residents living within a 250-kilometer radius of Mexico. O.F.

oper~

The balance

By 1992. the total

qualified market is projected to be 24 million persons including 18.9 million residents and 5.1 million touri s ts.
The total available market. estimated at 33.44 mi Ilion persons in 1980. is projected to reach approximately 38.65
million by 1985.43.55 million by 1990. 48.33 million by 1995. and 52.2 mill ion by 2,000.
ATTENDANCE
Based on conservatively estimated market penetration rates (derived from those currently experienced at other major
attractions which present a comparable scope of activities and represent simi lar levels of investment and operating

season), attendance at the themed amusement park is projected at 2.78 mill ion in 1983, 4.0 million in 1988, and
4.5 mi II ion in 1992.
Discount factors applied to the segments of the market to take into account income levels and spending ability are
as follows:

primary resident market 49 percent. secondary resident market 57 percent, tertiary resident market 66

percent, excursioni s t market 66 percent.

The tourist market was not di s counted.

VISITATION PATTERNS
Analysis of the weather and recreation patterns in Mexico City indicates that the theme park complex can operate
on a year-round basis.

It is recommended that the park operate on Friday s , Saturdays, Sundays, and hoi iday s

throughout the year and daily during vacation periods, or an average of about 235 days annually.

11-2

It is e s timated

------------------that the attraction will generate approximatel y 33 percent of it s attendance in July and August.
attract in exce s s of 75 percent of weekl y attendance at many Mex ico City attractions.

Sundays o ft en

It is not de sirable to

build adequate capacit y to handle crowds of this magnitude, therefore marketing programs will be ne e de d to i ncrea se
attendance on weekday s and Saturdays.

Among the programs which may be necessary to achieve this are differe n tial

pricing, with higher prices on Sundays and lower prices on less de s irable days.

The proposed op e rating s eas o n

and e stimated distribution of attendance is presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
RECOMMENDED OPERATING HOURS
It is recommended that the theme park complex operate 12 hours per day from, sa y , 12:00 noon to 12 : 00 midni g ht,
throughout th e year with later hours, if warranted, during peak periods .
closure in the winter.

Cold weather could result in earl ier

Later hours might become appropriate in the summer .

PHYSICAL PLANNING GUIDELINES
Capacity requirements for rides and other entertainment attractions are generall y planned in accordance ,lith projected crowd si ze and projected visitation patterns.

These data also pro vide a basis for sizing food service

facilities, merchandise outlet s , and various other visitor service faci lities which typically are dispersed thr oughout the grounds.

Finall y , peak in-grounds attendance projections are used to compute the optimum area of the park

ground as well as the size of the parking lots.

Planning guides for these components are discussed below.

Rides and Attractions
Except for parking, it is neith e r economical nor necessary to plan a physical plant to accommodate absolute atte ndance
peaks at a theme park.

A good balance is ach.ieved if facilities are planned for an avera ge of the top 15 to 20

days of the year, in this case all July and August weekend day s .

The result is a park large enough to accommodate

the exceptionally larg e number of visitors who come on three or four peak days , albeit with some crowding.

At

the same time, the park is not so large that it appears empty during the more slack days " hich ine v itabl y occur on

I 1- 3

------------------Table I
PROPOSED OPERATING SEASON

Month

Weekend Days

Weekdays

Janua ry

8

6

15

February

8

6

15

March

10

~

1~

Apri I

8

12

2

22

May

9
9
8

5

3

17

17

26

23

31

10

21

31

September

8

5

October

8

5

13

November

10

~

15

December

8

12

21

10~

120

June
July
August

Total

Source:

Non-Weekend Hoi idays

2

11

Harrison Price Company

1 I-~

Total Opera t i ng Days

15

235

------------------Table 2
ESTIHATED DISTRIBUTION OF ATTENDANCE
FOR THE PROPOSED THEHE PARK COHPLEX

Percent
6.0%
4.2

January
Febru~ry

4.6

Harch
Apr; I

7.5
8.2

Hay
June

12 . I

July

15.5

August

17.5

September

7. 0

October

4.3

November

4. 5

December

8.6
100 . 0%

Total

Source:

Harrison Price Company
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------------------on weekdays near the start or close of the season.

As indicated in Table 3. the design-day crmvd for which the

proposed project should be planned is a July-August average of 29.000 in 1983. increasing to 46.700 by 1992.
Design-day entertainment requirements for the themed amusement park are estimated to increase from 43.500-unit s of
hourly entertainment capacity in 1983 to an hourly capacity of 65.400 in 1992. as shown in Table 3.

To derive the se

requirements, estimated annual attendance during this period is converted to design-day peak in-ground s attendance.
These estimates were derived by applying factors discussed previously.

A ratio of required ride capacity to peak

in-ground attendance ranging from 1.50: I to 1.40: I was used in calculating hourly entertainment requi rements.

This

relationship has been found t o be sufficient at other major theme parks with similar operating schedules and
pricing pol icies.
A condition of the estimate of entertainment capacity required is that substantial free entertainment must be
scheduled during periods of peak in-grounds attendance to relieve the pressure on major rides.

As the themed

amusement park's attendance increases, this facet of entertainment capacity should be expanded along with ride
capac i ty.
Food, Beverage. and Merchandise Facilities
The requirements for food service facilities for the proposed attraction in the 1983-1992 period are shown in
Table 4.

Demand for food se rvice facilitie s are presented in terms of the number of seats required to serve anti-

cipated visitation .

Calculation s are based on projected demand between 13:00 hours and 17:00 hours, during which

time in-grounds attendance ranges between 58 and 70 percent of total daily attendance.

For purposes of calculation,

it is assumed that approximately 45 percent of this in-grounds crowd will desire food service during that pe riod.
This amounts to approximately 30 percent of design-day attendance.

It is further estimated that approximately 10

percent of those persons dining will eat at restaurants, while the remaining 90 percent will utilize the park's
fast-food service facilities.

Converting this to seats required on the basis of 3.2 turns per meal period results

in an initial requirement of 390 restaurant seats for the themed amusement park, increa s ing to 625 restaurant seats

11-6

------------------Table 3
PROJECTED HOURLY ENTERTAINMENT CAPACITY

1983-1992
Themed Amusement Park
Projected Annual Attendance
( thousands)

2.778

Peak Two Months at 33 Percent
of Total Attendance (thousands)

916.7

Average Weekly Attendance
(t housands)
Average High Day Attendance
at 40 Percent of WeekI
(thousands)
Peak In-Grounds Attendance
(thousands)

Required Hourly Entertainment Capacity

.319.3

1.477. I

103.5

148.9

166.8

41.4

59.6

66.7

29·0

41.7

46.7

1.5

1.4

1.4

43.5

58.4

65.4

Design-day attendance.
Based on 70 percent of design-day attendance.

Source:

4.476

I

2

Ratio of Hourly Entertainment
Capacity to Peak In-Grounds
Attendance

I
2

3.998

Harrison Price Company
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- - ------------- - - - Table 4
PROJECTED FOOD SERVICE FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
1983-1992
Themed Amusement Park
1'J88
1933
1992
Design Day Attendance

41,400

59,600

66,700

Mealtime Demand for
1
Food Fac iii ties

12,400

17,900

20,000

Restaurant Demand at
Approximately 10 Percent

1,250

1,800

2,000

Fast Food Demand at
Approximately 90 Percent

11,150

16,100

18,000

390
1,400

560
2,000

625
2,250

Number of Seats
Restaurants Seats
Fast Food Seats 3

2

Based on 30 percent of design day attendance desiring food service during meal
period.

2
3

Balance will patronize picnic areas or not eat.

Based on one turn per 75 minutes, or 3.2 times during four-hour meal period.
Based on one turn per 30 minutes, or eight turns per four - hour meal period.

Source:

Harrison Price Company
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------------------in 1992.

Projected fast food seat requirements for the themed amusement park are 1,400 seats in 1983, increasing

to 2,250 by 1992.
Merchandise sales space requirements are estimated from merchandise revenues which are derived in the next section

of this report.

Using an initial sales volume of $3,750 per square meter, supportable retail space in the themed

amusement park will require approximately 1,658 square meters of retail space in 1983 increasing to 3,475 square
meters in 1992.

The derivation of these figures is shown in Table 5.

Parking Requirements
Based on the assumption that 50 percent of the attendees to the themed amusement park complex will arrive by automobile, that there wi 11 be 5.2 persons per car, and that 270 cars wi II be accommodated per hectare, the total
parking area required, including space for 100 busses, will be 19.8 hectares in 1983, increasing to 31.2 hectares
in 1992.

In the initial year of operation, 8.5 hectares of this requirement is attributable to Sea World-Mexico

and 11.3 hectares to the themed amusement park.
Park Size
It is essential that the park's total area be scaled proportionally to the number of visitors that will be ingrounds at anyone time.

Whereas undersizing causes physical crowding and, thus, discomfort and annoyance, oversizing

contributes to visitor fatigue.

This is particularly true during low periods of attendance when the visitor gets

the feel ing of a I ightly populated and thus unsuccessful attraction.

More importantly, the use of too much ground

in creating the park will be costly, initially and in the long run.

The costs of most aspects of park development--

earthwork., utilities, fencing,

landscaping, etc.--increase directly with park area.

Furthermore, utilities, security

and grounds maintenance, which are major contributors to park operating costs, are also sensitive to ground area.

HPC recommends that a density factor of 1,500 persons per hectare (610 persons per acre) during peak attendance
conditions be used as a guide in determining the appropriate park area.

On this basis, that park land requirements

for the themed amusement park range from 19.3 hectares in the ini tial year of operation to 31.1 hectares in 1993.
In addition, some land must be set aside for administrative and support facilities which are estimated to require
10 hectares.
11-9

------------------Table 5
PROJECTED MERCHANDISE SALES AND SUPPORTABLE SALES AREA

1983-1992

1983

1988

1992

$144.4 MN

$334.6 MN

$547.9 MN

$84,375 MN

$120,375 MN

$157,500 HN

I ,658

2,780

3,475

Sales
Projected Merchandise Sales
(millions)
SU220rtabie Retail Areal
Sales Per Square Meter
Supportable Sales Area
(cumulatiye-square meters)

Includes games area.
Source:

Harrison Price Company
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- - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - -SUMMARY OF LAND REQUIREMENTS
Total land requirements fo r the project, including a buffer zone and expansion area through 1992 is e s timat ed
to be 100 hectares.

The l a nd requi rement s are as follow s :
Land Reguirements

1983

1988

1992

Themed Amusement Park

19.3

27.8

Themed Amusemen t Park Parking

11.3
10.0

15.9
10 .0

31.1
17.6
10.0

36 . 8
14 . I

12.6

4.2
23.5
~

100 .0

Support Area
Buffer and Future Development
Sea lIorl d Parki ng

~

20.9
12.8

Total (cumulative)

100.0

100.0

Sea 110 r I d-Mex i co

VISITOR EXPENDITURES
Per Capita Visitor expenditures at the th emed amusement park, based on a cons e rvati ve annual rate of incr ease of

10 percent, are summarized as follows:
1988

1983

1992

5180.45 MN

5264.15 MN

Food and Beverage

5 I 12.50 MN
40.50

65.03

94.95

Merchandise, Game s
Arcades, etc.

51 . 90

83.70

122 .40

5204.90 MN

5329.18 HN

Admissions and Rides

Total

5481.50 MN

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION BUDGET
The estimat ed construction budget for the themed amusement park is shown in Table 6.

Th e co s ts are ba sed on

facilitie s sizing guidelines set down previously and repr e sent very preliminary budget allocations for th e de velopI 1- 11

------------------ment of various elements of the project.

Construction experience at existing parks and bids for proposed parks,

inflated to 1981, have been utilized in preparing this order of magnitude estimate.
The total construction budget for the themed amusement park is estimated at $1,091.5 MN million.

To this amount,

estimated pre-opening expenses of $67.5 HII mill ion and unknown land costs must be added, indicating a total development budget of $1,159.0 HN mi 11 ion plus land.

As attendance increases, it has been assumed that an amount roughly

equal to annual depreciation will be reinvested in the park.

This is necessary to increase capacity and to provide

the park with new attractions to market in order to generate repeat visitation.

The amount of reinvestment will

vary from year to year, with major attractions being added every third year to help induce repeat visitation .
Smaller investments will be required on an ongoing basis to increase capacity.
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-------- - - - - -- - - - - Table 6
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF DEVELOPMENT BUDGET
FOR PROPOSED THEMED AMUSEMENT PARK
NEAR MEXICO CITY
1981
(mi 11 ions)

• 1
S •Ite P reparatIon

2
Rides and Attraction s 3
Food Service Facilitiet
Merchandi se Facil ities
Landscagin gS
Parking
Equipment
Support Facilities

$

72.0 HN
612 . 0
34.7
20.3
71.7
12 . 8
64.7
28.5

Sub-Total

$

916.7 HN

Engineering, Architectural,
Professional Fees at 9 Percent
Contingency at Approximately
10 Percent

82 . 5
92 . 3
$ 1,091 . 5 MN

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6

At
At
At
At
At
At

$371 MN million per hectare.
$14,062 MN per unit of hourly entertainme nt capacity.
$28,125 MN per restaurant seat and $750 pe r fa s t food seat.
$14,625 MN per square meter plus game s area at $300,000
approximately $371 HN mill ion per hectar e .
$1,125 MN mi 11 ion per hectare.

I
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------------------Sec t i on I I I
THEME AND CONCEPT OF THE PROPOSED PARK

BACKGROUND
In the United States over the past 25 years, a marked upgrading in the quality of popular cornnercial recreation
demanded by and offered to the American public has taken place.

The standard amusement parks of past eras have

been replaced by themed amusement parks, of which Disneyland is the conspicuous original and the perennial

n~del.

Several essential features of theme parks distinguish them from their predecessors which offered only carnival
atmosphere and thrill rides.

First, they are designed around a central motif or group of motifs having continuity.

Each major attraction, exhibit and entertainment element is designed to carry out, within a simulated but authenticappearing environment, some aspects of the central theme.

At Disneyland, for example, Fantasyland rides feature

characters from famous children's stories; Frontierland portrays the early history of the West; and Tomorrowland
rides transport the visitor into the unknown world of the future.

Likewise Six Flags Over Texas recreates Texas

history, as represented by each of the six national banners that have flown over the territory in the past.
Another essential difference between amusement and theme parks is the orientation and appeal of the entertainment
offered by the various attractions.

The major emphasis of a theme park is on visitor participation attractions

generally in the form of a ride device.

While in some cases the ride mechanism is the same or may resemble those

found in a standard amusement park, this is more or less the only similarity between the two types of parks.

The

ride vehicle used in a theme park, although designed to contribute to the total entertainment value of the attraction,
usually is sl.bordinate to the ride environment, which provides the main dimension of the entertainment experience
by arousing in the visitor a range of emotional

responses, which greatly intensify impact.

of the major Disneyland attractions achieve this effect.
as an entertaining experience.

Because of all

Also, such rides typically involve an educating as wei I

this expansion of format,

stantially more money.
111-1

Characteristically, most

the visitor stays longer and spends sub-

------------------A third distinguishing characteristic of theme parks is the quality and cost of the individual attraction s.

In

a theme park, the major portion of the capital investment is usuall y allocated to thos e special f eatures of the
ride attractions that help tell the story or create the intended environment, I<hile at an amusement park virtuall y
all of the investment is expended on the ride vehicle itself.
much more costly.

Consequentl y , theme park rides and attraction s ar e

Several Disney land and Disne y World attractions such a s the Matterho rn Bobsled Ride, Pirat e s of

the Caribbean Ride, African Jungle Cruise, Haunted House, Submarine Voyage, and the Mon o rail, repres ent multimillion dollar investments.

At Sea World, virtually every attraction represents an inv es tment of $1.0 million or

more, even though the emphasis is on live entertainment.

Very I ittle of the mechanical aspect o f the theme d

amusement park is apparent to the public.
Finally, a theme park typically provides a unique environmental setting in which to eat and shop .

The numerou s

specialty or themed s hopping and eating complexes that are now flourishing throughout the United States att e st to
the idea that these activities have become a valued form of recreation in the United States, and there are some
comparables in Mexico, such as the Hacienda de las Morales.
The result of the differences between theme and amusement parks is reflected in the much greater impact o f theme
parks on the nearby market as well as greater penetration in more distant markets.

Visitors tend to plan trips t o

such attractions well in advance, expecting to spend most or all of the day at the attraction.

Adul ts tend to

enjoy the activities offered as much as children because they are given the opportunity to participate in a far
broader and more satisfying experience than just the momentary thrill of a ride.

Thus, per capita expenditures

at theme parks tend to be much higher than those at amusement parks.
Becau se of the dynamic g rowth and success of the modern theme park, developers and the publ ic have come to realize
that amu s ement parks can be much more than ride parks.
qualit y recreation attractions.

Consequently, the trend in new development is to higher

The objective of the proposed park is to fulfil I this anticipation for both the

people of Mexico and, to a lesser degree, for its tourist visitors.
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------------------THE PROPOSED THEME
In any themed de velopment, one of the most important things is selection, elabo ration and implementation of the
theme and subthemes.

Any consideration of an appropriate theme must weigh the qualitati ve, or intangible, factor s

that wi 11 playa key role in determining the success or fai lure of a venture of thi s kind.

Regional "pride", for

example, has been given much of the credit for the succe ss of certain theme parks, including Six Flags Over Texa s
and Six Flags Over Georgia.
regions.

Both parks concentrate heavily on the historical and cultural attributes of their

The surrounding communities support the park a s a result of regi onal pride; the out-of-state visitor,

eager to broaden his cultural understanding of "other Americans", follows- - hence, the popularity of the park.
The theme of Opryland in Nashville is country and ",estern music and the city's role as the cultural capitol of thi s
art form.

The country music fan makes a "pi Igrimage" to this park .

The theme of Disneyland, while still playing strongly to a national pride, tends to transcend this historical cultural element to play directly on a broad range of human feel ings.

It triggers a warm, upl ifting emotional

response that might be said to bring out the childlike wonderment and fantasy in all of us.

This, along ",ith a

sense of regional or national pr'ide, should of course be the thematic goal .
Sea World has achieved much the same effect by strongl y focusing its de velopment and entertainment content almost
exclusivel y around the ocean--something that is at once familiar and exotic--and exposing its v isitors to the sea
and related wonders in an entertaining and educational manner .

Subtl y built into this theme is Sea World' s rol e

as a protector of the env ironment and a seminal force in ocean s cience s.

The one thing all of these attractions have in common is that they take the visitor into less fa mi I iar or unfami I ier
settings . . They provide the visitor with an entertaining, and sometimes educational escape from mundane, day-to-day
existence with all of its pressures and struggles .
either backward or forward in time.

The visitor enters an exotic new place or a different "'orld--

I I 1- 3

------------------From a practical standpoint, the theme of a park should be broad enough in concept to allow the park designer
wide latitude in developing unique subject matter for the project.

Obviously, it should also give the visitor

the sense of an original and unique offering, something not available elsewhere.
In accordance with these guidelines and considerations for selecting and developing appropriate theme and in recognition of Mexico's long and varied history and its promising future,

it is our recol1lllendation that consideration

be given to naming the themed amusement park "EL MUNDO DE CUAUHTEMOC", which combines homage to the last Aztec
emperor and recognition of the sponsorship of Cerveceria Cuauhtennc.
At the same time this concept provides broad opportunities for developing thematic material and entertainmellt content

uniquely related to Mexico.

While the entertainment offering would hopefully appeal to both Mexicans and foreign

tourists, its primary target should be to the Mexican market.

Therefore, in developing the entertainment concept

for this project, HPC established several specific guidelines in addition to the foregoing.

These are:

•

The theme or sub-themes must be Mexican in nature. Although many of the specific functional elements
wi II be the same as those found in successful U.S. theme parks, the design element should drav, on
material inherent in Mexican culture--external thematic formats should not be imposed on the concept.

•

Given its location in the nation's capitol, the park should be developed to appeal, in a positive way,
to Mexico's pride without generating controversy. For example, Mexicans are quite properly proud of
the advanced civilizations of their Indian ancestors and at the same time cherish many of the customs
of the colonial Mexico. At the same time, they tend to look with great disfavor on the actual conquest
of Mexico and the many negative aspects of colonial rule, for example, encomienda.

•

Thematically, the park must of necessity be designed to appeal to a broad cross-section of the population.
This necessitates an apolitical ·blend of thematic materials to create universal appeal. While the
theme should be Mexican it must be capable of assimilating entertainment offerings from other cuI tures
to create a diverse blend of attractions.

•

The park must be strongly family oriented; geared to the needs of the urban Mexican family.

EL MUNDO DE CUAUHTEMOC will be divided into six strongly themed areas--EI Plaza Mayor, Mexico Tradicional,
Mexico Ancestral, EI Mundo De Los Ninos, La Tierra Del Charro, and Mexico Romantico.
is an imaginary walk through EL MUNDO DE CUAUHTEMOC.
I I I-~

The following narrative

------------------Entrance and Area Para Dias de Campo
We enter the park past waves of lightly fluttering banners--shimmering colors on gleaming silver shafts line the
walkway to the ticket booth.
Having purchased our tickets we cross a bridge and enter a special place--a place of fun and relaxati on built on the
idea of a world of the Mexico of yesterday and today.

Music, laughter and gaiety are everywhere--a fest ivai for

LIS

to enjoy throughout the year.
To our right is the AREA PARA DIAS DE CAMPO--the picnic area.
large grassed areas shaded by large trees.

It is a well landscaped place for the family .,ith

The area includes semi-private shaded structures complete with tables,

benches, and limited cooking facilities and are available for rent and reservation.
service area where one can purchase food, drinks, deserts, and picnic supplies.

There is a large central

Lockers are provided at a nominal

fee for the storage of goods while the guests tour the park.
The landscape of the picnic area is relieve d by shallow water walkways and shallow pools (such as is found in the
play area) which will be used for wading and will provide visual relief.
for soccer, volleyball and other activities.

Informal recreation areas are available

The architecture is generally modern and functional, but traditional

materials are used to blend the area into the general feeling of the park.
Plaza Ma yor
We are in LA PLAZA MAYOR--a plaza of classic Mexican proportions--statel y buildings that are a blend of the styles
of classical Mexico.

Ornate tile embroidered facades form a stately backdrop to bubbling fountains and del i cat e

trellises--a look familiar to many cities in Mexico.

Indeed, that is the essential formula of all of this Mexican

experience--a blend of the familiar into a unique, entertaining and nostalgic experience.

From shows, amusements

and rides to merchandise and food there is a special experience to the days visit--a special feeling unl ike any
other single place in Mexico, yet evocative of many.
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------------------At the far end of the Plaza, amidst a swirl of festoons, flowers, ribbons and banners, is an antique CARROUSEL,
nestled under a gleaming roof.

I ts proud and ornate carvings immediately take us back to a gentler time and the

discordinate tones of the calliope blend with the welcoming music of a marching band in the distance.
To our left is MEXICO ROMANTICO, an area representative of urban Mexico that reflects more of the stately fee ling
of the PLAZA MAYOR.
Mexico Tradicional
To the right is the beginning of ancient Mexico--a Mexico still alive and bristling with legent and lore--MEXICO
TRADICIONAL.

From the PLAZA MAYOR we cross through the stone portals of the plaza and center the forested area that

is the living presence of the Mexico's indian past.

Here is prep resented architecture that has survived unchanged

since the might empires and advanced civilizations of the Maya, the Olmec and Toltec.

The structures are simple,

made of bamboo, straw and native lumber--fragile structures that show us a time of living beyond the present.

This

is not a primitive sterile environment--here, too, is the feeling of FESTIVAL.
The scale is very small and intimate.

The large towering and encroaching feeling of the foliage increases the

sense of isolation from the urban Mexico we know.

Children's rides include boats themed to represent the log canoes

used for fishing on Lake Patzcuaro and a balloon ride is brightly painted and tells a story of two children
carried above the dangers of the jungle by a magic cloud.
The giant wave ride towers over the tops of the trees .

It represents the spirit and daring of the FLYERS OF THE

PAPANTLA and the swing seats resemble the vines and ropes of the flying tower.

Near th e wave swing is a BAYERN

CURVE, a low accelerating ride that hurtles the rider through a low cluster of native huts.
after the speedy jaguar.

It might be named

This area includes two more rides, which round out the entertainment offering and

provide additional thrills.
Mexico Ancestral
Confirming deeper into the jungle we descend into history, under the shadow of the great pyramid that dominate s
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------------------the park, the feel ing has become that of one of vast lost civilizations swallowed by the jungle.
There is light entertainment--a bird show demonstrates the uncanny talents of the birds of Mexico and nearby regions-parrots, McCaws and cockatoos, among others.

The stories they act out in their performances are from the legends

and myths that are known to the children of Mexico.

Two children's rides are nearby and the cloth tops of each are

brightly painted representations of native folk art.

The cheerful cars that circle about also reflect the bright

na t i ve mo t i f s .
The most thrilling ride in the area is the WATER FLUME.

It is a highly popular water oriented ride that ends in

a great splash--much to the del ight of the passengers, and those watching.

The flume is the grown-up version of

the chidrenls canoe ride seen earlier; an exciting canoe ride down the rapids of a swift jungle river, ending in the

splash seen from the entrance.

Upon embarking on our journey, we swiftly encounter lush jungle overgrowth and

rapidly course through swift curving waterways, the jungle foliage silently moving by.

We round a remote curve

and ahead see signs of danger--primitive markings of a skull and bones indicate the danger is just beyond the
cave we are now entering.

Inside we hear the booming sound of an eerie voice reciting a strange incantation and

ahead, in the darkness, we see glowing eyes above us.

Then, as we look upward into this unknown face we plunge

over the unseen falls and the mocking laughter trails us as we gl ide to the bottom.
The jungle ride is the major visual attraction of the area, and I ike the flume, is a water attraction.

The theme

is a boat ride--we might be hunting the deadly jaguar or transferring cargo down a treacherous and remote river.
In ei ther case, besides the natual dangers, dangerous men wai t to capture us.

boarded and each bend of the river offers new surprises--and dangers.

We leave the remote outpost ~. . here we

A crocodile dives into the river beside us,

a family of monkeys push over a tree that nearly hits us--a whirlpool reveals a sunken boat, just like ours, that
strayed into its vortex.

There are signs of man--a mission lying in smoking ruins, its bell tolling in danger, the

rope being pulled by unseen forces.

Rocks fall in our path, guns are fired at us--an ancient Spanish fort harbors

cannons manned by ghosts--the cannon shot splashing dangerously close.

Finally, we float into the dark ruins of an

ancient temple and see the splendors of ancient riches and treasure beyond imagination.

But, before we can begin

to take it all in, we are whisked through golden gates back to the outpost we left earl ier.
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------------------THE PYRAMID is at the epicenter of MEXICO ANCESTRAL,or the pre co lumbian area,and is the focal point of the park.
It is a blend of many of the monumental and famous pyramids of the area.

Whil e represe nting no particular t emp l e

or monument, it nonetheless embodies the proud s pirit of Mexico's precolumbian heritage .

Its impre ss ion i s o ne of

scale and majesty.

Inside the pyramid are

At its base flow cascading waterfalls and flowers grow in abundance.

two of the major show attractions of the park--IMAX and the Illusion show.

IMAX is a unique film experience which

uses a 20m x 30m screen to transport the viewer by fi 1m through a number of Mexican experience s he probabl y l-IO uld
not otherwise experience--flying over the desert, diving at Acalpuco, etc.
future of the Mexican experience is explored.

In addition, the charm, beauty and

This unique cinematic experience and proudl y promotional film for

Mexico leaves the viewer refreshed, happy and above all proud of his heritage.
The illusion show is a magic show combining s light of hand and major illusions.

Proud to be a Mexican .
The magician is a jester of the

imperial court of the Aztecs and his humor and skill will be admired by all who view him .

The highlight s of thi s

live show will be the colorful costumes and the amazing illusi ons.
The Pyramid overlooks the PASEO DE LOS ESTADOS.
pool.

Surrounding the pyramid is a moat that extends into a bay reflecting

The pool is flanked on either side by the living walls of flowe rs and water into which are set g iant mosiac

tiles of the seals of each of the 32 states of Mexico.

Between each handcrafted seal is a special ai sp la y case

in which each state is briefly described and its principal attributes are displayed.

The Paseo presents a vis ta

of the unity and scope of Mexico--bordered by natual color and capped by the ancient s trength of Mex i co-- the my thical
pyramid of Cuauhtemoc.

The Paseo has a special purpose at night.

The waters are transformed into a glittering

avenue of flower bedecked floats--gently gliding by in a panorama of song and dance.

Floating platforms ca rr y

mariachi bands and folk dancers from every state--a I i v ing story of the history, strength, vi tal it y and promise
that is Mexico.

Above this night time floating parade flaming torches outl ine the form of the pyramid.

One can

see the image of Cuauhtemoc emerging from the topmost portal and in spreading his shimmering gold cape to the s ky
gives approval to the strength of Mex ico today.

The pyramid of Cuauhtemoc also overlooks the chi Idr e n of Mexi co.

Stretching in its shadow is a vast PLAY AREA serving only the young
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------------------EI Mundo De Los Ninos
EL MUNDO DE LOS NINOS is a special place for the children of Mexico and their parents may accompany them to watch
their delight and enjoyment at such a wonderfilled place.

Everywhere are specially designed recreational activitie s ,

each age category is included.
The experience is a "soft" one--there are few metal protrusions or hard edges to spoi I fun--and cl imbing on all
types of surfaces is encouraged.

There are soft mountains to cl imb and giant bags to hi t and fun through.

nets are everywhere and there are many tunnels to explore.

CI imbing

Balls can be crawled through and bounced upon, swings

arch out over bounding pads and slides wind their way through colorful mazes typical of fiesta time.
The shade structures transcend the time from the grass huts of the precolumbian era to the tile and brick of Mexico
today.

In the center of the activity is a puppet show and here--as with the birds--the legends and tales of

Mexico are entertainingly enacted in miniature.

La Tierra Del Charro
LA TIERRA DEL CHARRO is more of a way of life than an architecturally distinct area.
between this and other areas:
in a desert climate.

However, there are differences

adobe is the chief element of building; buildings are generally small and are set

There are cactus everywhere.

Perhaps the best way to characterize this area architecturally

is to contrast its rural nature with that of a more urban character during Mexico's classic period.

The Charro ambience is a traditionol one of ranching and horses.
lends color and gayiety to the area.

Characters are dressed in traditional garb which

An ARENA presents a showcase for the a fiesta ambience, charrereas and

parades and exhibitions which can be held at intervals throughout the day.
Separated by a chi Idren's roller coaster, the petting zoo is carried out in the style of wooden fences and country
corrals.

Here the children will not only see many interesting and unusual

and feed them.

animal~

but will actually get to touch

They can buy a special food for the animals and special instructional areas wi II tell stories of

the history of the animals and many interesting things about them.
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While this is a highly interesting area it is

------------------also educational and offers many city children a rare opportunity for animal contact.
There is a great emphasis on exciting and adventurous rides in this area.

The TRABANT is a spinning, twirling

sombrero and the BARREL RIDE is an adventure in a rotating highly painted pottery hub.

The SPEED RACER i s a

large, fast metal roller coaster and its theme will be taken from the name, possibly the deadly rattlesnake Comnon
to the desert, while the HIMALAYA is a fast circular ride that will al s o be themed to the area.

Another children' s

ride completes the area.
At the transition of LA TIERRA DEL CHARRO and MEXICO ROMANTICO is a vast SALON FESTIVO.
structure capable of seating, fee ding and entertaining 2,000 persons at once.

A s elf contained, covered

The wall s of the s tructur e are lined

with traditional views of Mexico and at the center is a tall performance stage with an elevating band platform that
lifts the band high above the folk dancers that perform on the stage below.

The dancing is part of a r egularly

scheduled performance that coincides with the dining hours and provides traditional folk dancing and music in a
uniquely Mexican ambience.
Food is served in a traditional manner and reflects the mood and atmosphere of the market place.

The structure is

open-sided and opens onto large shaded patios that offer quiet relaxation and reli e f from the hectic pace of the park.
This is the major food facility and an important live entertainment show of the park and is a highlight for ev e ry
visitor.

Mexico Romantico
Entering MEXICO ROMANTICO we find a blend of classic and modern romantic Mexico.

Everywhere there ar e intimate

shaded patios, elegant brick walls, crafted iron railings and graceful overhead arches.
area is a huge FERRIS WHEEL that lifts the guest for a spectacular overview of the park .
waters spi 11 into a reflecting pool at the base.

taken on a thrilling upside down ride.

Bubbli ng, ca s cading

Inside one of the courtyards is the entrance to the BUMPER CARS--

an amusing contact ride named after the colorful busses of rural Mexico.
CHILDREN'S RIDES, set in another shaded patio.

The centerpiece of the

Adjacent t o thi s is an enclave o f

The ENTERPRISE spins a great arc above our head s as its rider s are

Across from this is the PARTICIPATION CIRCUS - -a unique experience of acrobat s
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------------------and jugglers performing an act wherein guests from the audience are allowed to participate in the shOl.--much to
the delight of all.
The pivotal point of the area is a large colorful fiesta--a place of games and prizes, participation activities,
street performances, amusements and novelties.

It is an area of tremendous activity.

part of the street is a brooding stone structure.
of untold dangers within.
attraction.

Towering over the main

Its decayed facade tells a story of intrigue and mystery and

It is an ancient Spanish castle--El CASTillO ENCANTADO--and it is a maj o r amusement

Built around a theme of an ancient bumbling conquistador- - the portly ghost host takes us on an amus ing

journey through his 'home' of c lanking chains, cobwebs and an assortment of mischievous sp irits and hi larious
situations.

It is all done in fun and is a delightful adventure.

ourselves back at lA PLAZA MAYOR.

~e

exit through some quaint shops and find

A full circle that has taken our day and our family through an unforgettabl e

experience.

PRELIMINARY CAPACITY AND COST ESTIMATES
The preliminary plan and concept developed for El MUNDO DE CUAUHTEMOC, con tains approximately 40,610 hourl y units
of ride capacity, distributed throughout the park as shown in Table 7.
most part, taken from manufacturers.

Capacity estimates for rides are, for the

The entertainment capacity of the live shows is derived in Table 7.

In addition to considerations discussed earl ier, the entertainment concepts and development plan presented in lhis
report relied strongly on the following planning goals and attraction selection strategies:
•

Adopt a compact land use plan to minimize site acquisition and preparation co s ts. An e ffi c ienl la nd
use plan also tends to reduce overall operating costs, as a s ignificant portion of the park expenses
are directly related to the gross area of the park.

•

Physically buffer the complex from surrounding land uses, particularly if the site ultimat e ly acquired
is in an industrial area, to eliminate obtrusive outside influences to tIle greate s t extent possible.
Escapism is a major reason for attending the propos ed attraction.
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It must have a separa te environment.

------------------•

To the extent possible, develop jointly usable support facil ities for the various component attractions
in the complex. This can substantially reduce both development and operating costs and contribute
to the most efficient utilization of the site.

•

Because of probable high peaking on weekends, the plan should have overfloVi areas to handle peak
crowds. These should be in the form of picnic areas, which will be needed because of the desire of
many visitors to bring food. While it may generate some minimal operational problems, providing
picnic areas is a condition of the attendance projections developed subsequently. Such areas are
relatively inexpensive to develop, offer a buffer, and serve as potential areas for future expansion.

•

Select attraction components appealing strongly to the recreational preferences of young children
and young adults. This is where the Mexico City market is heavily skewed and it will be this way for
many years to come.

•

Create a complex of attractions which will take maximum advantage of Mexico City's unique characteristics--temperature climate, history, etc.

•

Create a unique recreational, amusement, entertainment, and educational complex that (1) is unique
among entertainment offerings currently available in the Mexico City area, and (2) cannot easily be
duplicated elsewhere.

•

Incorporate attractions stimulating frequent repeat visitation from the local resident market.

•

Include attractions that wil I stimulate both day-time and evening patronage.

•

Both theme parks should offer a full day's program of activities to stimulate merchandise and food
sales.

•

Avoid excessive incorporation of high-cost, short duration rides which consume a high percentage
of the total development budget, while not contributing effectively to length of stay--a major
factor influencing market response and per capita visitor expenditures.

A prel iminary analysis of the cost of each attraction, and estimates of installation costs experienced by
U.S. parks,indicates that the attractions included in the prel iminary plan presented in this report can be
developed within the budget shown in Table 6 developed in February, 1980.
are shown in Table 9.
of the

~oncept

Estimated costs for attractions

These estimates will be evaluated in morc detail in the further refinement and definition

now in progress.
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8

SHOW CAPACITY ASSUHPTIONS AND CALCULATIONS

Average
Number
of Shows
Per Hour

Seating Capacity

Length
of Show
(minutes)

1,000

20

lMAX

1,200

25

III us i on Show'·'

1,000

20

1,000

Puppe t Show'·'

1,200

20

1,200

Horse Show

2,000

30

.5

1,000

Bee r Ha I I Rev i ew'"

2,000

25

. 75

1,500

Participation Circus
Total

1,000
1.7

2,050

40

6

10,400

9,750

·"Indicates double casting in peak periods
Source:

/lverage
Hourly Capacity

Harrison Price Company
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- - - - - -- - - ---------Tab I e 9
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED ATTRACTIONS BUDGET
(mi II ions)

Pyramid (IMAX and Illusion Show)
Amphitheater (Bird Show)
Participation Circus
Puppet Theater
Reveiw Show
Horse Show

$ 90.0 MN
9.0
6.8
13.5
33.8
~

Sub-Total, Shows

$157.6 MN

Flume
Enterpr i se
Trabant
Carrousel
Drunken Ba r re I
Speed Racer
Jungle Boat Cruise
Bayern Curve
Dark Ride
Himalaya
Bumper Cars
Ferris Wheel
Wave Swing
Unspecified Flat Ride (6 @ S500,OOO)
Kiddie Rides (10 @ S50,OOO)
Children's Play Area
Train
Sub-Total, Rides

&

Non-Show Attractions

Total
Source:

S 61.9 MN
9.0
11.3
11.3
13.5
33 .8
~5.0

16.9
56 . 3
13.5
9.0
22.5
13.5
67.5
11.3
~5.0

~
S~5~.5

MN

S612. I MN
Harrison Price Company
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